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Can the love of a lifetime be forever changed by one pink line? With heart, humor, and
compassion, Dina Silver’s debut novel of love, loss, and family is certain to stir anyone who
relishes a good laugh, can stand a good cry, and, above all, believes in the redemptive power of
love.This unique, modern story gives listeners a dual perspective. Sydney, a sweet-tempered,
strong-natured college senior, is young, in love with an exceptional man, and unexpectedly
pregnant. Faced with a child she never planned for, she is forced to relay this news to her
neurotic mother, relinquish her youth, and risk losing the love of her life. Then there’s Grace, her
daughter, who believes she is a product of this great love, but grows to realize her existence is
not what she assumed and is left with profound and puzzling questions about who she really
is.Spanning generations and every imaginable emotion, One Pink Line reveals how two points of
view can be dramatically at odds. Simultaneously deeply felt and lighthearted, it deftly mines
how the choices we make can alter so many lives, and how doing the right thing can bring
unexpected, hard-won happiness. It’s a must-listen for anyone who relishes a great love story,
absorbing characters, and plenty of laughs along the way.

Praise for Elena Ferrante and The Neapolitan Novels“Ferrante’s novels are intensely, violently
personal, and because of this they seem to dangle bristling key chains of confession before the
unsuspecting reader.”—James Wood, The New Yorker “One of the more nuanced portraits of
feminine friendship in recent memory.”—Megan O’Grady, Vogue “Amazing! My Brilliant Friend
took my breath away. If I were president of the world I would make everyone read this book. It is
so honest and right and opens up heart to so much. Reading Ferrante reminded me of that child-
like excitement when you can’t look up from the page, when your eyes seem to be popping from
your head, when you think: I didn’t know books could do this!” —Elizabeth Strout, author of Olive
Kitteridge “I like the Italian writer, Elena Ferrante, a lot. I've been reading all her work and all
about her.”—John Waters, actor and director “Elena Ferrante may be the best contemporary
novelist you’ve never heard of.”—The Economist “Ferrante’s freshness has nothing to do with
fashion…it is imbued with the most haunting music of all, the echoes of literary history.”—The
New York Times Book Review “I am such a fan of Ferrante’s work, and have been for quite a
while.”—Jennifer Gilmore, author of The Mothers “The women’s fraught relationship and shifting
fortunes are the life forces of the poignant book.”—Publisher’s Weekly “When I read [the
Neapolitan novels] I find that I never want to stop. I feel vexed by the obstacles—my job, or
acquaintances on the subway—that threaten to keep me apart from the books. I mourn
separations (a year until the next one—how?). I am propelled by a ravenous will to keep going.”—
Molly Fischer, The New Yorker“[Ferrante’s Neapolitan Novels] don’t merely offer a teeming
vision of working-class Naples, with its cobblers and professors, communists and mobbed-up



businessmen, womanizing poets and downtrodden wives; they present one of modern fiction’s
richest portraits of a friendship.”—John Powers, Fresh Air, NPR “Elena Ferrante is one of the
great novelists of our time. Her voice is passionate, her view sweeping and her gaze basilisk . . .
In these bold, gorgeous, relentless novels, Ferrante traces the deep connections between the
political and the domestic. This is a new version of the way we live now — one we need, one told
brilliantly, by a woman.”—Roxana Robinson, The New York Times Book Review “An
intoxicatingly furious portrait of enmeshed friends Lila and Elena, Bright and passionate girls
from a raucous neighborhood in world-class Naples. Ferrante writes with such aggression and
unnerving psychological insight about the messy complexity of female friendship that the real
world can drop away when you’re reading her.”—Entertainment Weekly “Ferrante seasons the
prose with provocative perceptions not unlike the way Proust did.”—Shelf Awareness “It would
be difficult to find a deeper portrait of women’s friendship than the one in Ferrante’s Neapolitan
novels, which unfold from the fifties to the twenty-first century to tell a single story with the
possessive force of an origin myth.”—Megan O’Grady, Vogue “Ferrante’s writing is so
unencumbered, so natural, and yet so lovely, brazen, and flush. The constancy of detail and the
pacing that zips and skips then slows to a real-time crawl have an almost psychic effect, bringing
you deeply into synchronicity with the discomforts and urgency of the characters’ emotions.
Ferrante is unlike other writers—not because she’s innovative, but rather because she’s
unselfconscious and brutally, diligently honest.”—Minna Proctor, Bookforum “Ferrante can do a
woman’s interior dialogue like no one else, with a ferocity that is shockingly honest, unnervingly
blunt.”—Booklist “The truest evocation of a complex and lifelong friendship between women I’ve
ever read.”—Emily Gould, author of Friendship “Elena Ferrante is the author of several
remarkable, lucid, austerely honest novels . . . My Brilliant Friend is a large, captivating, amiably
peopled bildungsroman.”—James Wood, The New Yorker “Compelling, visceral and
immediate . . . a riveting examination of power . . . The Neapolitan novels are a tour de force.”—
Jennifer Gilmore, The Los Angeles Times “Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay surpasses
the rapturous storytelling of the previous titles in the Neapolitan Novels.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review) “Ferrante’s voice feels necessary. She is the Italian Alice Munro.”—Mona
Simpson, author of Casebook and Anywhere But Here “Elena Ferrante will blow you away.”—
Alice Sebold, author of The Lovely Bones “The Days of Abandonment is a powerful,
heartrending novel.”—Jhumpa Lahiri, Pulitzer-prize winning author ofThe Lowland “The
Neapolitan novel cycle is an unconditional masterpiece . . . I read all the books in a state of
immersion; I was totally enthralled. There was nothing else I wanted to do except follow the lives
of Lila and Lenù to the end.”—Jhumpa Lahiri, Pulitzer-prize winning author of The
Lowland “Reading Ferrante reminded me of that child-like excitement when you can’t look up
from the page, when your eyes seem to be popping from your head, when you think: I didn’t
know books could do this!”—Elizabeth Strout, Pulitzer-prize winning author of The Burgess
Boys “Elena Ferrante: the best angry woman writer ever!”—John Waters, director “The feverish
speculation about the identity of Elena Ferrante betrays an understandable failure of



imagination: it seems impossible that right now somewhere someone sits in a room and draws
up these books. Palatial and heartbreaking beyond measure, the Neapolitan novels seem less
written than they do revealed. One simply surrenders. When the final volume appears—may that
day never come!—they’re bound to be acknowledged as one of the most powerful works of art,
in any medium, of our age.”—Gideon Lewis-Kraus, author of A Sense of Direction “Ferrante
tackles girlhood and friendship with amazing force.”—Gwyneth Paltrow, actor “Elena Ferrante’s
The Story of a New Name. Book two in her Naples trilogy. Two words: Read it.”—Ann Hood,
writer (from Twitter) “Ferrante continues to imbue this growing saga with great magic.”—Booklist
(starred review) “One of Italy’s best contemporary novelists?"—The Seattle Times“Ferrante’s
emotional and carnal candor are so potent.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times “Elena
Ferrante’s gutsy and compulsively readable new novel, the first of a quartet, is a terrific entry
point for Americans unfamiliar with the famously reclusive writer, whose go-for-broke tales of
women’s shadow selves—those ambivalent mothers and seething divorcées too complex or
unseemly for polite society (and most literary fiction, for that matter)—shimmer with Balzacian
human detail and subtle psychological suspense . . . The Neapolitan novels offer one of the
more nuanced portraits of feminine friendship in recent memory—from the make-up and break-
up quarrels of young girls to the way in which we carefully define ourselves against each other
as teens—Ferrante wisely balances her memoir-like emotional authenticity with a wry
sociological understanding of a society on the verge of dramatic change.”—Megan O’Grady,
Vogue “My Brilliant Friend is a sweeping family-centered epic that encompasses issues of
loyalty, love, and a transforming Europe. This gorgeous novel should bring a host of new readers
to one of Italy’s most acclaimed authors.”—The Barnes and Noble Review “Ferrante draws an
indelible picture of the city’s mean streets and the poverty, violence and sameness of lives lived
in the same place forever . . . She is a fierce writer.”—Shelf Awareness “Ferrante transforms the
love, separation and reunion of two poor urban girls into the general tragedy of their city.”—The
New York Times “Beautifully translated by Ann Goldstein . . . Ferrante writes with a ferocious,
intimate urgency that is a celebration of anger. Ferrante is terribly good with anger, a very
specific sort of wrath harbored by women, who are so often not allowed to give voice to it. We
are angry, a lot of the time, at the position we’re in—whether it’s as wife, daughter, mother, friend
—and I can think of no other woman writing who is so swift and gorgeous in this rage, so
bracingly fearless in mining fury.”—Susanna Sonnenberg, The San Francisco
Chronicle “Everyone should read anything with Ferrante’s name on it.”—The Boston Globe “The
through-line in all of Ferrante’s investigations, for me, is nothing less than one long, mind-and-
heart-shredding howl for the history of women (not only Neapolitan women), and its implicit
j’accuse . . . Ferrante’s effect, critics agree, is inarguable. ‘Intensely, violently personal’ and
‘brutal directness, familial torment’ is how James Wood ventures to categorize her—descriptions
that seem mild after you’ve encountered the work.”—Joan Frank, The San Francisco
Chronicle “Lila, mercurial, unsparing, and, at the end of this first episode in a planned trilogy
from Ferrante, seemingly capable of starting a full-scale neighborhood war, is a memorable



character.”—Publishers Weekly “An engrossing, wildly original contemporary epic about the
demonic power of human (and particularly female) creativity checked by the forces of history
and society.”—The Los Angeles Review of Books “Ferrante’s own writing has no limits, is willing
to take every thought forward to its most radical conclusion and backwards to its most radical
birthing.”-—The New Yorker“The Story of a New Name, like its predecessor, is fiction of the very
highest order.”—Independent on Sunday “My Brilliant Friend, translated by Ann Goldstein, is
stunning: an intense, forensic exploration of the friendship between Lila and the story’s narrator,
Elena. Ferrante’s evocation of the working-class district of Naples where Elena and Lila first
meet as two wiry eight-year-olds is cinematic in the density of its detail.”—The Times Literary
Supplement “This is a story about friendship as a mass of roiling currents—love, envy, pity, spite,
dependency and Schadenfreude coiling around one another, tricky to untangle.”—Intelligent
Life “Elena Ferrante may be the best contemporary novelist you have never heard of. The Italian
author has written six lavishly praised novels. But she writes under a pseudonym and will not
offer herself for public consumption. Her characters likewise defy convention . . . Her prose is
crystal, and her storytelling both visceral and compelling.”—The Economist Ferrante is an expert
above all at the rhythm of plotting: certain feuds and oppositions are kept simmering and in
abeyance for years, so that a particular confrontation – a particular scene – can be many
hundreds of pages in coming, but when it arrives seems at once shocking and inevitable.”—The
Independent“Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay evokes the vital flux of a heartbeat, of
blood flowing through our veins.”—La Repubblica “We don’t know who she is, but it doesn’t
matter. Ferrante’s books are enthralling self-contained monoliths that do not seek friendship but
demand silent, fervid admiration from her passionate readers . . . The thing most real in these
novels is the intense, almost osmotic relationship that unites Elena and Lila, the two girls from a
neighborhood in Naples who are the peerless protagonists of the Neapolitan novels.”—Famiglia
Cristiana “Today it is near impossible to find writers capable of bringing smells, tastes, feelings,
and contradictory passions to their pages. Elena Ferrante, alone, seems able to do it. There is
no writer better suited to composing the great Italian novel of her generation, her country, and
her time than she.”—Il Manifesto “Elena Ferrante is a very great novelist . . . In a world often held
prisoner to minimalism, her writing is extremely powerful, earthy, and audacious.”—Francesca
Marciano, author of The Other Language “Regardless of who is behind the name Elena
Ferrante, the mysterious pseudonym used by the author of the Neapolitan novels, two things are
certain: she is a woman and she knows how to describe Naples like nobody else. She does so
with a style that recalls an enchanted spider web with its expressive power and the wizardry with
which it creates an entire world.”—Huffington Post (Italy) “A marvel that is without limits and
beyond genre.”—Il Salvagente“Elena Ferrante is proving that literature can cure our present ills;
it can cure the spirit by operating as an antidote to the nervous attempts we make to see
ourselves reflected in the present-day of a country that is increasingly repellent.”—Il Mattino“My
Brilliant Friend flows from the soul like an eruption from Mount Vesuvio.”—La Repubblica “No
one has a voice quite like Ferrante’s. Her gritty, ruthlessly frank novels roar off the page with a



barbed fury, like an attack that is also a defense . . . Ferrante’s fictions are fierce, unsentimental
glimpses at the way a woman is constantly under threat, her identity submerged in marriage,
eclipsed by motherhood, mythologised by desire. Imagine if Jane Austen got angry and you’ll
have some idea of how explosive these works are.”—John Freeman, The Australian “One of the
most astounding—and mysterious—contemporary Italian novelists available in translation,
Elena Ferrante unfolds the tumultuous inner lives of women in her thrillingly menacing stories of
lost love, negligent mothers and unfulfilled desires.”—The Age “Ferrante bewitches with her tiny,
intricately drawn world . . . My Brilliant Friend journeys fearlessly into some of that murkier
psychological territory where questions of individual identity are inextricable from circumstance
and the ever-changing identities of others.”—The Melbourne Review “The Neapolitan novels
move far from contrivance, logic or respectability to ask uncomfortable questions about how we
live, how we love, how we singe an existence in a deeply flawed world that expects pretty
acquiescence from its women. In all their beauty, their ugliness, their devotion and deceit, these
girls enchant and repulse, like life, like our very selves.”—The Sydney Morning Herald “The best
thing I’ve read this year, far and away, would be Elena Ferrante…I just think she puts most other
writing at the moment in the shade. She’s marvelous. I like her so much I’m now doing something
I only do when I really love the writer: I’m only allowing myself two pages a day.” —Richard
Flanagan, author of Book prize finalist, The Narrow Road to the Deep North“Elena Ferrante’s
female characters are genuine works of art . . . It is clear that her novel is the child of Italian
neorealism and an abiding fascination with scene.”—El Pais About the AuthorElena Ferrante is
the author of The Days of Abandonment (Europa, 2005), which was made into a film directed by
Roberto Faenza, Troubling Love (Europa, 2006), adapted by Mario Martone, and The Lost
Daughter (Europa, 2008), soon to be a film directed by Maggie Gyllenhaal. She is also the
author of Incidental Inventions (Europa, 2019), illustrated by Andrea Ucini, Frantumaglia: A
Writer’s Journey (Europa, 2016) and a children’s picture book illustrated by Mara Cerri, The
Beach at Night (Europa, 2016). The four volumes known as the “Neapolitan quartet” (My Brilliant
Friend, The Story of a New Name, Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay, and The Story of the
Lost Child) were published by Europa Editions in English between 2012 and 2015. My Brilliant
Friend, the HBO series directed by Saverio Costanzo, premiered in 2018.
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Cori, “Can the love of a lifetime be forever changed by one pink line?. Going into this book I can't
say my attitude wasn't a little judgmental. Once you've read one book about an unexpected
pregnancy you've pretty much read them all right? Wrong. I was pleasantly surprised when One
Pink Line took a completely unique take on unexpected pregnancy and not only did I finish the
book in a few hours, but I thoroughly enjoyed every second of it.The main character of the book,
Sydney Shephard, was marginally popular in high school, had a rich and popular best friend and
a neurotic Mother who made it clear in no uncertain terms that Kendra, Sydney's older sister,
was her favorite child. One Pink Line starts off with Sydney finding out she's pregnant and you
can't help, but feel for her especially when you find out that the baby in question is not her
boyfriend's.Speaking of boyfriends, Ethan, let me take a minute to tell you how much I love this
character that Dana Silver created. There was not a second throughout this book that I could not
feel Ethan's love for Sydney. Even though they had gone to high school together they didn't really
meet until Sydney's best friend Taylor's graduation party during a game of spin the bottle. Yes I
know high school seniors don't typically play that anymore, but ignore the cliché and keep
reading.There was an instant connection between Sydney and Ethan and while there isn't too
much detail between chapters there is enough to get across what this budding romance is
becoming to both of them. Ethan is the kind of guy you want to bring home to your Mother. He's
got an amazing sense of humor; he's bright, handsome, polite and completely inappropriate
when it counts. His love for Sydney literally took my breath away.The first time they had to leave
each other to head off to their respective colleges after spending their first summer together and
falling in love, tore at my heart strings. The fact that they stayed so close and so in love over the
course of four years of college, only to have it ruined by one mistake, and when I say mistake I'm
referring to the one night stand, not Sydney's daughter Grace, was just heart wrenching.One of
the things I love about Silver's characters in One Pink Line is that they aren't perfect and the
situations are portrayed in a realistic manner. Being in a long distance relationship with someone
is bound to take it's toll on you no matter how much you love that person. It would be ridiculous
to think you don't grow and change as a person over the years and the fact that Ethan and
Sydney had trouble and some emotional distance between them is all kinds of realistic.When
she told Ethan about the baby he wasn't happy, but he didn't cut her off completely because they
still had that connection and even though they were both hurting, Ethan because the love of his
life cheated on him and Sydney because she had made the biggest mistake by hurting Ethan,
they were still there for each other when it counted.I like how Silver portrayed Sydney's baby
daddy, I honestly don't remember what his name was, I think it was Kevin, but who cares. He
was an idiot, but alas his response is often what some women hear when in this situation. While I
want to do nothing more than gush about how amazing Ethan is, he was not the only thing I
loved about this book.Throughout the chapters as Silver switches between Sydney's point of
view and her daughter Grace's point of view we see growth between family and friends. We read



as Sydney has to put aside her youth and become a responsible adult to take care of her
daughter. We see the bond between Sydney and her Mother grow as well as her relationship
with the other characters in the book.The theme here isn't just about romantic love, but familial
love as well. I can't tell you how many times I teared up while reading this; then again apparently I
cry at commercials these days so who knows. But Sydney's Mother was there to help her for the
first few weeks and you could tell she was proud of her for the decisions she had made.
Choosing to raise her daughter wasn't easy, but she never once regretted it. Plus she had Ethan
there when he was in town and not working, which of course grew more frequent as time went
on because he's wonderful. [Swoons]Another aspect of One Pink Line that I thought was
incredibly distinctive was seeing things from Grace's perspective. When she found out Ethan
wasn't her biological Father I just wanted to reach into the book and hug her. She was so
distraught and seeing what she was thinking and feeling was a great addition to the book.Not
many author's go into that aspect of things, but Silver lets us see the confusion and anger going
through Grace and the struggle that knowing this information has put on her. I loved seeing these
snapshots into the important parts of Sydney and Grace's lives and when Ethan proposed in the
end I'm pretty sure I let out a very undignified, girly squeal at that point. I give Sliver major props
for taking what could have been a very boring story and spicing it up so it would appeal to a
contemporary audience. I swear this book made me fall in love with love again and if you know
me personally you would know that's not easy to do.Overall this was a heartfelt and warming
story and definitely something you should read if you have the time and inclination.”

Madison Says, “Beautiful MUST READ!. Read this and other reviews at [...].Disclaimer: I need a
thesaurus for this review, because I really can't think of any other words to describe how
awesome, beautiful and amazing this year. Bear with me as you read this word vomit caused by
extreme love!I am IN LOVE with One Pink Line by Dina Silver. Reading this story (or really,
devouring it in no time) was the perfect breath of fresh air for me. I had felt in a bit of a slump. Not
that I wasn't enjoying books I was reading - I just haven't been blown away. This story, though,
BLEW ME AWAY! It's a completely different story than what I have been reading lately, and it
couldn't have felt more perfect. It's a story everyone should read.This isn't your typical love story.
It's a love story that spans decades, for one, and it is a love story about some of life's biggest
hurdles and how these are not only overcome, but expectations are far exceeded. Told between
two POV; one is Sydney, a soon to be college grad, ready to start life, hopefully with her amazing
boyfriend by her side, is unexpectedly pregnant. The other POV is from Grace, and her
realization over time that her coming into this world is much different than what she always
thought. What unfolds is an amazing parallel and one of the most beautiful love stories ever."I
still loved him. I never stopped loving him, and never stopped hoping that he would fall back in
love with me as well."I don't want to give away too much on the story because it would be easy
to do and it's better to figure it all out as you read, but it is SO worth experiencing. I must mention
Ethan, though, because really I'd be crazy not to. Every woman in the world deserves an Ethan



and knowing that this story is inspired by Dina's friend's real life, makes my heart soar. To know
that there's someone out there like Ethan is beyond remarkable. His love for Sydney is nothing
sort of amazing - and of course more supportive than you could ever imagine."I have loved you
since the very first day we met, and if I had my way, we would never be apart."While reading this,
at first you want to be very agitated with Sydney. She clearly screws up a good thing - and so
willingly. The reality, though, is she's young and life is full of changes. What's more important is
what comes from her "errors in judgment." While not easy, or ideal this is what made her life so
wonderful in the end. One Pink Line is about every kind of love you can imagine: young love,
turbulent love, love between and parent and child, love for a grandchild. You name it, it was
covered and felt in this story."There are times in life, that no matter the circumstances, a girl
needs her mom."I recently read an interview that Dina gave where she said she's currently
working on a sequel/spin off to One Pink Line and that literally made me almost tinkle myself. I
cannot WAIT to see Grace further navigate through life, as well as meet whomever else Dina
might introduce to us. I give One Pink Line 5 stars for its poignant storyline that is so beautifully
told. This could be read by girls and women alike, as there is literally something for everyone to
gain from reading this. It's a beautiful story about compassion, trust, understanding and most of
all a love that truly can conquer all. PLEASE, if you haven't read this book, pick it up today! You
will absolutely not regret it!”

StephanieIsReading, “A novel about relationships and (complicated, painful, wonderful) love on
so many levels. I loved this book. It's sweet without being schmaltzy, it's a beautiful story, and I
really like the style of writing. It's gems like this that keep me subscribed to the Amazon Daily
Deal mailing list whenever I contemplate unsubscribing.The front cover has the tagline `a novel'
but throughout the book I was hooked by the confessional - rather than dramatic - tone. It really
felt like I was reading a memoir, even though I knew I couldn't be because the novel combines
two stories from two different protagonists. The writing style is very straightforward, confessional
and honest rather than the more melodramatic, often slightly flowery, narrative style I'd expected
of an American author of contemporary romance.One strand of the novel follows Sydney, from
her late-teenage years when she meets and falls for Ethan, through her college years when she
balances love and a social life, and into early adulthood as a young mum after not following her
own mother's advice to `be smart'.The second strand follows Grace, a little girl with a happy
home life who realises after a sex education class that her dad can't really be her dad. It follows
her as she grows up, constantly curious about the circumstances of her birth, who her real father
is, and what implications this has on who she is.One Pink Line is described as contemporary
romance, even by the author herself, but I think this slightly belittles it - it's more than romance.
This is a novel about relationships and love on so many levels: between romantic partners, yes,
but also between parents and children (especially mothers and daughters), between friends,
between extended families. It's not a happy-ever-after portrayal of love, either: it acknowledges
that love is complicated, sometimes dangerously close to hate, that it is as painful as it is



wonderful, and that sometimes you have to make a hard choice between one type of love and
another.It's really a pleasure to read. There are moments that will make you smile, or even laugh,
without the humour being overstated. There are other moments that will move you, without being
soppy or overdone. In particular, I found I really empathised with Sydney and the decisions she
had to make based on one lapse in judgement. But I also admired her, for the decisions she did
make and for the uncomplaining, level-headed, focused way in which she dealt with the
consequences of those decisions. I felt less attachment to Grace - perhaps partly because I
haven't ever been close to a situation like hers, but also I think because she is younger and
therefore a bit more selfish.There are no big twists or revelations, no big dramatic scenes. I've
read reviews that say the ending is predictable, which I didn't agree with. I felt everything was
moving steadily towards the ending and, while I had an idea of what that ending might be, the
pace and the lack of a big unpredictable twist was in keeping with the matter-of-fact style. This is
just real life, experienced by normal people, sensitively and authentically portrayed.One Pink
Line is probably more suited for female readers, but I'd recommend it to any men looking to
explore female relationships and dilemmas. I realised at the end that it's based on real events - I
don't know how loosely, and undoubtedly this alone isn't responsible for the excellent style and
tone adopted in the novel, but it goes some way to explaining the sense I had of it being a
memoir.Dina Silver has a real talent, I think. I can't think who I would compare her to, but I will
definitely revisit this book in years to come and would recommend it heartily.”

I love my Ebook Library!, “A heartwarming story. I found this story light and very easy to read.
There are no surprises here and the outcome is quite predictable from just a few pages in.The
book does make single parenthood seem a lot easier than it actually is for a lot of people and
there is not a lot of depth to the relationships in the book, friendships are formed very easily and
Sydney's poor relationship with her mother which suddenly improves dramatically is never really
explained.Having said all this I really enjoyed this book, it didn't take too much thought or
concentration and was a bit like a modern day fairy tale..........everyone is happy, things go
wrong and then everyone is happy again!It worked for me and I will probably read more by Dina
Silver.”

Viv, “Unexpectedly Brilliant. I bought this book sometime ago and it got lost in my kindle library.
Decided to read it and I was not disappointed. I loved the story which I thought was a good
variable on most stories based around this subject.In my opinion the characters were well
defined and the different POV gave understanding to this situation.I liked the authors writing
style and will be buying more of her booksI would recommend this book and it had a HEA”

dawnydancer, “I enjoyed this book. I enjoyed this book, but thought the ending a little bit rushed.
The narrative flips between the story of Sydney's pregnancy and the resultant daughter, Grace,
when she's hitting adulthood. It's well written and I found I cared about the characters. The



reason I gave it four stars rather than five is that I think it a little rushed in places.Grace's
biological father turns abruptly from likeable to villainous without any grey in between, and
Sydney's Mum also changes rather tack suddenly - it would be good to see the working behind
that, unless I missed something. Definitely an enjoyable read, I'd buy more from this author. But
shouldn't it have been entitled two pink lines? That would have reflected both the dual story and
the reality of Sydney's situation. Picky, I know, don't let it put you off, I found it an enjoyable story
and will probably read it again.”

AStam, “Lovely!. A book about relationships and the struggle to get where you need to be in life.
Overcoming hurdles and the things life throws at Sydney, her relationship with her mother, sister
and love of her life, Ethan.Also told from Grace's point of view, an 11 year old who finds out that
the person she knows and loves as dad isn't really biologically and how she deals with this after
finding out in a science class.How these stories are intertwined and told from alternating POV's
brings ypu a tale of life, love and being human.A lovely story for girls and women everywhere to
read.”

The book by Dave Eggers has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 1,357 people have provided feedback.
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